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Summary

Angiogenic factors have been demonstrated to play important roles in modulating
angiogenesis of solid tumors. Recently, accumulating studies extensively indicated that
some angiogenic factors widely exist in malignant cells of hematologic malignancy, which
regulated the expression of a number of genes that were involved in abnormal proliferation,
differentiation and apoptosis of these cells. With deep research of angiogenic factors, its
expression, function and regulatory mechanism were gradually elucidated, and some of
them were related to the development and prognosis of leukemia, or provide more possible
strategies for treatment of patients with leukemia. Herein, we summarize the progress in
study of some important angiogenic factors and hematological malignancies.
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1. Introduction
Angiogenesis, new blood vessel formation, is
fundamental to tumor progression and metastasis,
which has been documented for solid tumors. In
addition, it is also proved that the induction of new
blood vessel formation is a dependent factor of
hematological malignancies (1). For example, it
was first reported by Perez-Atayde et al. in 1997
that the angiogenesis phenomenon existed in the
bone marrow of childhood acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) (2). Much subsequent research
also discovered that a number of hematological
malignancies were accompanied with angiogenesis
which was related to the prognosis of childhood
ALL or made a contribution to the development and
progression of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)
(3,4). Usually, angiogenesis is regulated by a balance
of angiogenic and antiangiogenic cytokines, and
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angiogenesis can be induced by leukemia cells in the
bone marrow, and leukemia may be more likely to be
angiogenesis dependent, which raises the probability
for antiangiogenic drugs in the treatment of leukemia.
For example, some evidence indicated that several
antiangiogenic drugs, such as targeting vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) or its receptors,
are able to treat patients with cancer (5). Moreover
inhibition of VEGF only is not as effective as first
believed. Therefore, it is necessary to develop more
effective targets for treatment of patients with leukemia
(6). A lot of angiogenesis-inducing factors so far have
been discovered, such as VEGF, fibroblast growth
factor (FGF), angiogenin (Ang), hypoxia-inducible
factor 1 (HIF-1), matrix metalloproteinase (MMP),
c-myc gene, endothelin (ET), transforming growth
factor (TGF), tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin
(IL), integrin, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF),
placenta growth factor (PIGF) and so on. By way of
combination with their ligand-receptors, these growth
factors can promote the division of vascular endothelial
cells and induce formation of new vessels, which will
provide favorable conditions for the occurrence and
progression of the tumors. In addition to the abovementioned relationship between angiogenic factors and
angiogenesis in patients with leukemia, their roles in
modulating proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis
were also gradually elucidated. This review will briefly
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Figure 1. The role of VEGF in leukemia progression. VEGF can act on vascular endothelial cells with high efficiency and
specificity to promote endangium regeneration and increase vascular permeability via three tyrosine kinase receptors (TKR).

introduce roles of some of these angiogenic factors in
development of leukemias.
2. The role of VEGF involved in leukemia
More than 40 molecules that play an important role
in blood vessel recruitment have been identified,
especially the roles of VEGF and its receptors (3). VEGF
has at least six isoforms (VEGF-A, VEGF-B, VEGF-C,
VEGF-D, VEGF-E and PlGF) and all the isoforms are
secreted as dimeric glycoproteins (7). First of all, VEGF
becomes the most well characterized proangiogenic
factor, and it was first purfied from the in vitro culture
medium of bovine pituitary folliculo-stellate cells by
Ferrara et al (8). Named after its mitogenic activity
for vascular endothelial cells, VEGF is thought to be
the highly specific co-mitogen for vascular endothelial
cells and promoting factor of vascular permeability (9).
As is shown in Figure 1, VEGF can act on vascular
endothelial cells with high efficiency and specificity
promote endangium regeneration and increase vascular
permeability via three tyrosine kinase receptors (TKR):
VEGFR-1 (also known as Flt-1), VEGFR-2 (also
known as KDR/Flk-1) and VEGFR-3 (also known as
Flt4) (10). It has been discovered that VEGF-2 plays
a major role in VEGF-induced angiogenesis, and the
binding between VEGF and receptor Flk-1 can activate
the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) system
via protein kinase C (PKC) or Ras protein to induce
proliferation of vascular endothelial cells (11). It has
been proved so far that VEGF is the only specific
growth factor for angiogenesis, while other growth
factors such as FGF and PDGF can act on various kinds
of cells in addition to vascular endothelial cells with
low specificity (12). VEGF can regulate development
of hemopoietic stem cells, remodeling of extracellular
matrix and regeneration of inflammatory cytokines.
Furthermore, it seems that activation of VEGFR-2

plays a necessary and sufficient role mediating VEGFdependent angiogenesis and induction of vascular
permeability. In addition, VEGFR-1 and VEGFR-2
were predominantly expressed on vascular endothelial
cells (13), and VEGFR-1 was expressed on other
diverse cells, including hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs), vascular smooth muscle cells, monocytes
and leukemia cells (14). However, VEGFR-2 is
chiefly expressed on endothelial progenitor cells and
megakaryocytes (15). Regulation of lymphangiogenesis
was mainly dependent on binding of VEGF homologs
VEGF-C, VEGF-D and VEGFR-3, which is largely
restricted to lymphatic endothelial cells (6). In addition,
expression of VEGF-D was found to be strongly
expressed both in non-HL (NHL) and HL by HRS
cells in line with a high number of tumor microvessels,
suggesting a role for this cytokine in angiogenesis (16).
The induction of tumor angiogenesis by an
angiogenic switch has become a characteristic of cancer
(17). As the angiogenesis switch of tumors, VEGF
can markedly increase vascular permeability. Many
leukemic cell strains and primary cells can synthesize
and secrete VEGF (18), which can modulate the
malignant biological behavior of leukemic cells by two
positive-feedback loops: paracrine and autocrine. VEGF
secreted by leukemic cells interacts with the relevant
receptors on the endothelial cell surface, and the
endothelial cells produce growth factors such as G-CSF
that acts on the leukemic cells in return to increase their
proliferation activity and drug resistance, or directly
acts on relevant receptors on the autologous cell surface
to increase autologous proliferation activity and drug
resistance (19). The functional interaction between
VEGF-A and formyl peptide receptor-like 1 (FPRL1)
mediated by secretion of connective tissue growth
factor (GTGF) was demonstrated by some scientists
(20). CTGF activates the downstream signals of FPRL1
by binding to FPRL1 directly, such as increase in
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intracellular Ca2+ concentration and extracellular signalregulated kinase (ERK) phosphorylation. In recent
studies, VEGF is thought to be closely related to MMPs
(21), which showed the complexity of VEGF-mediated
regulation of MMP-9 expression. In the other reports,
it is demonstrated that repeated social defeat stress
(RSDS) made a contribution to cancer angiogenesis
and metastasis, which was partially associated with
increased secretion of VEGF (22). The combination
has the possibility to be used in clinical trials if it can
be considered as a possible therapeutic option when
conducting suitable further investigations.
Emerging evidence suggests that it is also involved
in proliferation, abnormal differentiation, prognosis and
treatment of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (23,24).
The upregulation of bone marrow microvessel density
and the levels of plasma pro-angiogenic cytokines also
support this above-mentioned theory (6). Simultaneously,
the representative cytokines, VEGFs and their receptors
are expressed on AML blasts in vascular and osteoblast
niches in both the BM and the peripheral circulation (25).
In the present review, we just focus on the discussion of
VEGF as a therapy target for leukemia. Interestingly, as
an anti-angiogenic therapeutic approach, it is becoming
more and more effective and promising by using
immunomodulatory drugs, for example, anti-VEGF
monoclonal antibodies, VEGFR inhibitor and Histone
deacetylase inhibitors (26,27).
Hence, anti-angiogenesis therapy based on the
principle of inhibiting the physiological function of
VEGF has become the hotspot of oncotherapies. For
example, Ilorasertib (ABT-348) is a novel inhibitor
of aurora kinase, and could inhibit biomarkers for
aurora kinase and VEGF receptors (28). Heparan
sulfate D -glucosaminyl 3- O-sulfotransferase3B1 (HS3ST3B1) can promote angiogenesis and
proliferation by induction of VEGF in AML cells. It
was positively contributed to AML progression, and
these activities were associated with an induction of
proangiogenic factor VEGF expression and shedding
(29). Ginsenoside Rg3 has been not only used in antiangiogenic therapy of solid tumors, but also exhibits an
anti-leukemia effect in part due to its anti-angiogenic
activity via inhibiting PI3K/Akt and ERK1/2 pathways,
which act to regulate expression of HIF-1α and
VEGF (30). Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors
have been reported to inhibit tumor angiogenesis
via downregulation of angiogenic factors (31). The
mechanism underlying VPA induced antiangiogenesis
is associated with suppression of VEGF and its
receptors (31). Furthermore, the combined use of
histone deacetylase inhibitor VPA, all-trans retinoic
acid (ATRA), and deoxyribonucleic acid polymerase-α
inhibitor cytarabine (Ara-C) is now considered for
disease-stabilizing treatment of AML, which was
related to antiproliferative effects, and modulation
of release of angiogenic mediator of endothelial

cells respectively (32). Foretinib is a multiple kinase
inhibitor undergoing clinical trials and it could suppress
activity of VEGFR-2 (33). It could be able to inhibit
VEGF-A, VEGF-C and Angiopoetin-2 stimulated
tube formation by reducing VEGFR-2, VEGFR-3
and TIE-2 activation (34). However, although VEGF
receptor inhibition is one potential mechanism by
which AML could be treated, the receptor tyrosine
kinase inhibitor AZD2171, against VEGF receptors
KDR and FLT-1, could not get confirmed responses in
other groups (35). Understanding the intricate cellular
components of the bone marrow microenvironment
can lead to discovery of novel extrinsic factors that are
responsible for initiation and progression of leukemic
disease. Activation of endothelial cells (ECs) by
VEGF-A provides cues that enable leukemic cells to
proliferate at higher rates and also increases adhesion
of leukemia to ECs. Development of drugs that target
the activation state of the vascular niche could prove
to be an effective adjuvant therapy in combination
with chemotherapeutic agents (36). On the other
hand, high-level expression of VEGF-C is associated
with chemoresistance and adverse prognosis in AML.
VEGF-C induces COX-2-mediated resistance to
chemotherapy through induction of ET-1 expression.
Acting as a key regulator in the VEGF-C/COX-2 axis,
ET-1 represents a potential target for ameliorating
resistance to chemotherapy in AML patients (37).
Lenalidomide is an IMID immunomodulatory agent
clinically active in patients with CLL, the antiCLL effect of lenalidomide is mediated through the
alteration of microenvironmental elements, implying
the modulation of several angiogenesis-related factors
and disruption of CLL crosstalk with endothelial cells
(38). Indeed, the leukemic environment is highly
enriched with lymphangiogenic stimuli, and that
inhibition of VEGFR-3 restored function of NK cells,
providing therapeutic value of modulation of NK cells
by blocking VEGFR-3 and provided a possibility of
advanced therapeutic approaches using immune cells
against myelogenous leukemia (39). Understanding
the functional characterization of lymphangiogenic
factors in the BM niche in AML will also be helpful
in interrupting the engraftment of leukemic stem cells
and enhancing immune cell function by modulating the
tumor microenvironment (25).
3. C-myc as an important tumor angiogenesis factor
in leukemia
The c-myc gene is a member of the Myc protooncogene family, and it is a pleiotropic transcription
regulator. It can induce the instability of the genome
and affect the occurrence and progression of tumors
directly or indirectly, so it plays an important role in cell
proliferation and programmed cell death (40). Binding
DNA in a sequence-specific manner and having a basic
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helix-loop-helix leucine zipper transcription factor
can be attributed to c-myc (41). Heterodimerizing
with corresponding protein partner, MAX, binding
the enhancer box (E-box) sequence and stimulating
transcription of some corresponding downstream genes
provide support for the biological activities of c-myc
(42). With E-box binding sites, these genes include
ODC, ECA39, eIF4E, CDC25, CAD, CDK4, eIF4G1,
hTert, and CCND1 which belong to the direct target
genes of c-myc (43).
In recent years, it have been discovered that c-myc
also acts as an important tumor angiogenesis factor
(TAF) and participates in tumor angiogenesis, and
c-myc was related to the expression of VEGF (44).
There is a c-myc-binding region located at the 271bp
of the VEGF promoter. This region can bind c-myc
after the directed mutagenesis of the VEGF promoter
and induce VEGF expression in hypoxic conditions to
promote angiogenesis and tumorigenesis. On the other
hand, some other reports also elucidated the role of
c-myc in modulating angiogenesis. For example, tumor
angiogenesis could be promoted by miRNA-induced
c-myc activation (45), and IL-1β is the effector of the
c-myc-induced angiogenesis initiation (46).
Moreover, c-myc is highly expressed in HL60 leukemic cells and is related to proliferation and
differentiation of the leukemic cells. The c-myc gene can
be abnormally activated by amplification activation or
gene rearrangement, and its expression level is related
to the cell growth state and highly expressed in the
undifferentiated stage. It is an interesting target for novel
drug therapies because of its oncogenic activities and
overexpression in a majority of human cancers (47).
Binding inhibition of c-myc on gene promoters by some
small molecule inhibitors has been tried (48,49), and
found that some of them were effective in disrupting
essential protein-DNA interactions, for example, Pyrroleimidazole (PI) polyamides, specific sequence DNAbinding small molecules (50-52), and can inhibit a part of
E-box-mediated c-myc downstream gene expression (47).
EGFR variant III (EGFRvIII), which strongly induces
neovascularization in tumors, could induce Angptl4
expression through the ERK/c-myc pathway. Therefore,
ERK/c-myc, EGFRvIII or Angptl4 may be a possible
therapeutic target (53). Tumor-associated macrophages
(TAMs) can also express c-myc, which can regulate their
phenotype and pro-tumor activities in vivo. Targeting
c-myc function in TAMs may control tumor growth
(54,55). As discovered in the above-mentioned reports,
c-myc has become an ideal target of gene therapies for
tumors or leukemias.
4. MMPs family in hematologic malignancies are
gradually elucidated
MMPs are a series of zinc-finger-dependent proteinases
with high homology (56). There are three common
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domains of the MMPs: pro-peptide, catalytic domain
and hemopexin-like C-terminal domain. According to
the distinct specificities of their amino acid sequences
and substrates, they can be classified into five types:
collagenases (MMP-1, MMP-8, MMP-13, and MMP18), gelatinases (MMP-2, MMP-9), stromelysins
(MMP-3, MMP-10 and MMP-11), matrilysins (MMP7, MMP-26), and other types. MMPs can degrade the
extracellular matrix which is thought to be the start
signal and important pathway of angiogenesis, invasion
and metastasis of tumors.
Some studies have reported that MMPs expression
was related to metastatic potential of various human
tumors, and plays an essential part during the
development of leuko-diapedesis (57) and disseminated
intravascular coagulation (DIC) (58). As to the
modulation of MMPs, there are some important
transcription factors, such as activator protein-1 (AP-1),
Ets transcription factors PEA3, nuclear factor kappalight-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NFkB) and
signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)
families, which are involved in the regulation of
MMPs expression, and many growth factors enhance
the levels of transcriptional regulation of VEGF (59).
The enhancement of the invasive properties of human
tumor cells was also related to the low expression of
tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMP)
(60), including TIMP-1,-2, -3 and -4. In addition, the
expression of TIMP levels could directly affect the
activity level of MMPs (61). Constitutive release of
several MMPs and TIMPs can be secreted by primary
human AML cells and affect the behavior of leukemia
cells. As for clinical use of MMPs and TIMPs, this must
be better clarified before we use such therapeutic agents
in the treatment of human AML (62). The amount of
ECM molecules including type IV, V and XI collagens,
laminin and aggrecan core protein will also be digested
by MMPs and was related to the angiogenesis and
metastasis of tumors (63), for example, MMP-1 as
a negative regulatory factor in angiogenesis, growth
and metastasis of tumors (64), MMP-13 promoting
secretion of VEGF and inducing tumor angiogenesis in
vivo (65), and important roles of stromelysin members
MMP-3, MMP-10 and MMP-11 in activation of
proMMPs or activation of tumor cells (66). Due to lack
of a hemopexin domain, matrilysins (MMP-7 and -26)
can be considered as MMPs, and it has been discovered
that MMP-7 not only plays an important role in the
degradation of the extracellular matrix proteins, but also
plays an equally important role in protein activation,
degradation, abscission and other biochemical
processes of non-extracellular matrix proteins, which
is essential for tumor growth and tumor angiogenesis
(67). The role of MMP-26 is different from most other
MMPs and needs further investigation (68). Meanwhile,
MMPs are usually overly expressed in tumors, and
overexpression of the gelatinases including MMP-2 and
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Figure 2. The regulation of MMPs and their roles in leukemia progression. AP-1: activator protein-1 ; NFkB : nuclear factor
kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; STAT: signal transducer and activator of transcription; BM: bone marrow; ECM:
extra cellular matrix; GF: growth factor; EGFR: epidermal growth factor; MDS: myelodysplastic syndrome; AML: acute myeloid
leukemia; CML: chronic myeloid leukemia.

MMP-9 is always accompanied by growth, metastasis
and angiogenesis of the tumors, with different roles
concerning collagenases, for example MMP-2 targeting
collagens I,II and III, but not MMP-9 (63).
Reports about the functions of MMP-2 and MMP9 in hematologic malignancies are gradually increasing,
and it is thought they are closely related to VEGF (69).
Serum MMP-9 not only can be likely to predict clinical
outcome of patients with early CLL but also can help
to refine the prognosis of CLL (70). In MDS, MMPs
expression may produce a useful tool for diagnosis,
prognosis and a possible target for clinical treatment.
Similar to chemokines, primary human AML cells
usually show constitutive release of several MMPs (71),
such as matrix MMP-2 and MMP-9, TIMP1 and VEGF
(26). In addition, the proteolytic release of VEGF from
tumor matrix by MMPs, predominantly by MMP-9,
which was delivered into the tumor microenvironment
by tumor-infiltrating leukocytes, plays an important
role in modulating proliferation of leukemia cells (72).
Moreover, as for a mutually coordinated manner on
a transcriptional level, it can regulate expression and
secretion of VEGF and MMPs. According to a common
master regulator, a hypoxia-inducible factor HIF-1 was
closely related to expression of both VEGF and MMP9 (73), and VEGF could significantly reduce MMP9 production in B-cell leukemia cells (21). MMPs
blockade can completely inhibit VEGF production
and significantly reduce the volume of angiogenic
vasculature (22). It has been confirmed in some
research that activation of MMP-2 is dependent on
metallopeptidase inhibitor 2 (TIMP-2) and membrane
type-1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP). TIMP-

2 is the activity inhibitor of MMP-2, whereas, when
the concentration of TIMP-2 increases to a certain
level, it will combine with MT1-MMP and activate
MMP-2, which will give rise to a succession of tumor
activation (66). Figure 2 shows the role of MMPs
and its inhibitors in the progression of hematological
malignancies such as MDS, AML and chronic myeloid
leukemia (CML) (74). Because of the role of MMP in
development of leukemias, specific MMP inhibitors
are currently not only being developed but also being
considered for cancer therapy. However, there is
nothing harvested in passing clinical trials so far (75).
More attention should be paid on targeting of MMPs
as an antileukemic strategy due to the importantance in
future clinical development of this therapeutic strategy
(71). Therefore, in multiple ways, MMPs directly and
indirectly influence the VEGF-mediated development
of an angiogenic vasculature.
5. VEGF-related HIF-1 involved in hematological
malignancy
HIF-1 was first discovered as a hypoxia-inducible
nuclear factor connected to the hypoxia response
element (HRE) of the erythropoietin (EPO) gene. It
is an oxygen-sensitive transcription activator that can
activate the expression of many hypoxia response genes.
In hypoxia HIF-1α becomes stable and can interact with
the auxiliary co-stimulatory factor CBP/P300 to regulate
activity of oncogenes (76). Nuclear translocation of
HIF-1α is in need of the participation of its innate PAS
domain and C-terminal nuclear transport signal, but how
these sequences interact with oxygen-sensitive signals
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in detail still needs further clarification. HIF-1 could be
negatively regulated by inhibitory PAS domain protein
(IPAS), of which the pro-apoptotic activity is by way of
binding to pro-survival Bcl-2 family proteins (77). To
date it has been confirmed that in aerobic conditions the
conserved proline residue in HIF-1α can be hydroxylated
so that it can be recognized by the E3 ubiquitin
ligase complex containing the tumor suppressor gene
product VHL protein and undergo further proteasomal
degradation (78). HIF-1α not only stimulates Ang
production but also regulates the expression level of
the Ang receptor; In addition, HIF-1α also plays an
important role in the metabolism of the extracellular
matrix. HIF-α has various other effects after activation
such as causing adaptive changes in cell metabolism,
shifting aerobic metabolism to glycolysis-centered
anaerobic metabolism and meanwhile stimulating renal
cells to produce EPO which will act as the main regulator
inducing angiogenesis in malignant tumors (79). HIF-1α
can also affect angiogenesis and promote the growth and
development of tumor cells by enhancing the expression
of downstream target genes including VEGF (80).
It has been discovered in some research that with
accumulation of HIF-1α in myeloid leukemic cells
and normal hemotologic stem cells the simulacrum of
hypoxia or anoxia will lead to cell differentiation (81).
The Guoqiang Chen research group has discovered that
hypoxia can lead to differentiation of leukemic cells
accompanied by accumulation of the hypoxia inducible
factor HIF-1α, and thereafter, that hypoxia can induce
differentiation and maturation of leukemic cells into
neutrophils (82). In addition, HIF-1α protein promotes
tumor growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis (83), and
it could be increased by hypoxia in primary human
AML cells. Similarly, low HIF-1α expression and also
release of several proangiogenic cytokines by leukemia
cells can be induced by low oxygen concentration (84).
It is reported in some research that HIF-1α protein
can motivate differentiation of AML cells through an
independent transcription mechanism, inhibiting AML
progress (85). Studies showed that HIF-1α suppresses
the expression of miR-17 and miR-20a, two miRNAs
that can alleviate HIF-1α-induced differentiation and
hypoxia of AML cells, by downregulating c-Myc
expression(86). Moreover, miR-17 and miR-20a
immediately inhibit p21 and STAT3 expression (86).
Some observations indicated that HIF-1α, which plays
an important role in the survival of ALL blasts, may
be conductive to chemoresistance. It is proposed that
targeting HIF-1α itself (87), its upstream mediators
such as mTOR, or the glycolytic pathways will improve
therapeutic efficacy in ALL (88).
6. Angiogenin (Ang) family related to leukemogenesis
Ang is the secreted type of the angiogenic factors and
the angiogenin family includes Ang-1, Ang-2, Ang-
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3, Ang-4 and the Ang-like proteins. These family
members have similar structures including secreted
protein signal sequence, coiled-coil domain and
fibrinogen-like domain. The angiogenin promoter
contains the binding site for TCF/LEF, and TCF/LEF is
a transctription factor with bilateral regulatory effects
which acts as the intermediate medium of the Wnt/
β-catenin signaling pathway (89). Ang-1 can support
remodeling and maturation of vascular endothelial
cells, and promote establishment of local collateral
circulation. Furthermore, depending on an attributed
anti-inflammatory role, Ang1 not only can promote
pericyte-dependent vessel integrity but also can support
a Tie2-constitutively activated state. As a result of
this, Ang-1 is able to modulate the quiescent vascular
endothelium (90). Acting in a mutually complementary
manner in angiogenesis, VEGF mainly functions
in early stages and Ang-1 mainly functions in later
stages. Although Ang-1 doesn't take part in initiation of
angiogenesis, it can maintain stability of the vessels and
promote maturation of the newly formed vessels. Ang1
and Ang-2 are widely different in their biological roles
although they are homologous (91). As the antagonist
of Ang-1, on the one hand, during vasculogenesis and
inflammation Ang-2 can be strongly released. On the
other hand, Ang-2 can be considered as an angiogenic
inhibitor that is involved in destabilization and vascular
remodelling (90,92). Ang-2 is related to angiogenesis
initiation and extention and affects cell growth
and metastasis. With high Ang-2 levels, there is an
associated upregulation of VEGF (93). Ang-2 doesn't
directly stimulate angiogenesis, but in the presence of
VEGF, Ang-2 can inhibit the stabilizing effects of Ang1 on the vessels, eliminate restriction on angiogenesis
caused by the basal membrane and peripheral stromal
cells and enhance sensitivity of endothelial cells to
growth factors, so that angiogenesis in tumors is
promoted (94).
This is an important reason that tumor initiation
and development contribute to the increasing levels
of Ang in malignancies (95). Ang upregulation was
investigated in AML, myelodysplastic syndrome (MS),
and a variety of other malignancies (96). CLL patients
may have a negative impact on their disease course
with a notable increase of Ang-2 ligand expression (97),
which is accompanied with an aberrant vascularization
in (bone marrow) BM sections (98). Recent epigenetic
evidence showed that Ang-2 displays lower DNA
methylation in CLL and correlates with poor prognosis
and shorter survival (97). Additionally, Binet staging
can be linked to elevated levels of Ang-2 (93). It was
shown in a series of experiments that Ang-2 regulates
the pathophysiology of CLL cells through the AngTie signalling pathways (5). The theory of suggesting
that Ang is a possible prognostic marker and potential
target of anti-angiogenic therapy was proposed by
Pavlov et al., previously (99). Ang-1 expression in
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BM sections, which is an independent prognostic
factor towards overall survival of MDS patients, has
potential to be a new biomarker for predicting clinical
treatment (100). In human acute myelogenous leukemia
(AML) the balance between Ang-1 and the Ang-2 plays
an important role for both in leukemogenesis. The
release from AML cells, is a major source of Ang-1 in
leukemic BM. On the contrary, local Ang-2 is released
less commonly (101). Further investigation will make
a contribution to act on the angiopoietin system as a
possible therapeutic target in AML patients.
7. The relationship between FGF and leukemias
FGF is a kind of mitogen-activated angiogenic factor,
which plays an important role in many tumors. FGF
is a protein family composed of at least 23 members:
FGF1 to FGF23. Acidic FGF (aFGF or FGF1) and
basic FGF (bFGF or FGF2) were discovered earliest
and also are the most widely studied ones with the most
important functions so far. With their respective acidic
isoelectric point and alkaline isoelectric point, FGF1
and FGF2 are called acidic fibroblast growth factor
and alkaline fibroblast growth factor respectively. They
are transported with the same mechanisms that can be
enhanced in the presence of heparin. They act on the
same receptor but the affinity of aFGF is 30 to 100
times stronger than that of bFGF. It was first reported
by Gospodarowicz that the alkaline fibroblast growth
factor was extracted and purified from the cerebrum
and pituitary with physical and chemical methods
(102). During the 80's, the amino acid sequence of
bFGF was clarified, and during the 90's, recombinant
bFGF was produced by genetic engineering abroad and
home successively, which forcefully propelled research
concerning bFGF.
Various studies have shown that bFGF can
stimulate and regulate proliferation and differentiation
of various types of cells stemming from mesoderm
and neuroectoderm such as vascular endothelial
cells, epithelial cells, myoblasts, osteoblasts and
neurogliocytes which play an important role in
embryogenesis and tissue healing, and additionally upregulate VEGF expression (103). As a strong mitogenic
factor and chemokine of vascular endothelial cells,
bFGF is produced by paracrine and autocrine cells, and
can combine with different receptors on the surface
of vascular endothelial cells including TKR, heparan
sulfate proteoglycan and cell adhesion molecules
(CAMs) to activate their vasogenic characteristics
(104,105). bFGF can also activate the P13K signaling
pathway to inhibit apoptosis of vascular endothelial
cells and promote angiogenesis (106). As a chemokine,
bFGF can attract many kinds of vascular intimal cells
by chemotaxis and induce them to produce proteolytic
enzymes and collagenase which can promote the
proliferation and migration of vascular endothelial

cells as well as degrade extracellular matrix proteins to
induce angiogenesis (107).
It is reported that upregulation of bFGF can be
detected in acute myelocytic leukemia (AML), chronic
myelomonocytic leukemia (CML), and CLL, and
is correlated with poorer prognosis (108). Through
the FGF receptor 3/RAS/c-RAF/mitogen-activated
protein kinase pathway, it was indicated that FGF2 is
able to promote the growth of both short- and longterm assays (109). At the same time, FGF2 in the
marrow was decreased relating to ponatinib, which
furthermore suggests that FGF receptor inhibition
can interrupt FGF2-mediated resistance (110). In
addition, developing combinations of kinase inhibitors
that circumvent resistance can provide a potential
chance to identify critical ligand-RTK pathways of
resistance(110).
8. Perspectives
As angiogenic factors and their functions are more and
more deeply understood, targeted therapy aiming at
angiogenesis in hematologic malignancies is attached
to more and more importance. In targeted therapy
based on antibodies against the vessels of hematologic
malignancies, it is crucial to detect new specific target
molecules of tumor vessels. Targeting to each segment
of tumor angiogenesis and relevant regulatory factors,
developing angiogenesis inhibitors to restrict tumor
growth and metastasis has become a new approach
and effective means in oncotherapies. In recent years,
combination therapy with multiple targets has provided
a brand-new research direction for anti-angiogenesis.
Although this research is still confined to basic
experimentation and clinical trials without reflection
of its value in clinical practice, with the development
of basic research and anti-angiogenic agents, the
deepening of tumor vascular targeting therapy will
open up a new area for treatment of hematologic
malignancies.
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